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A rigorous derivation of filtering aIid smoothing equations for linear stochast- 
ic systems with time delay is presented. The estimation equations are ob- 
tained in term of the innovation process of the problem under consideration. 
The method used is based on a representation theorem on Gaussian mar- 
tingales. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many simple rigorous derivations of continuous time Kalman filter 
equations have been recently given [l-3]. The approach in [3] can be naturally 
extended to the smoothing problem [4]. In this paper, we follow the same idea 
to solve the estimation problem in delay-differential systems. The estimation 
problem in delay-differential systems has been solved by Kwakemaak [5] 
using the largely heuristic approach of Kalman-Bucy [6]. Many other 
derivations have since been given, notably by Koivo [7] and Kolmanovskii 
All these analyses were, however, not wholly convincing. In this paper, we 
present a rigorous derivation of the state estimation equations in delay- 
differential systems by exploiting the idea of Balakrishnan [9] of estimating 
one martingale from another. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Consider the linear stochastic delayed system 
x(t; OJ) = i It A&J) X(” - hi; co) da + lot B(u) dW(u; w) (2-l) 
.+cJ 0 
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with 
x(t; co) = 0 for t < 0 
Y(t; w) = 5 j”” C,(u) x(u - h,; w) da + s’ D(u) dW(u; w) (2.2) 
i=o 0 0 
where x(t; W) and Y(t; W) are n- and m-dimensional “state” and “output” 
functions, respectively; W(t; w) is a p-dimensional Wiener process and k&(t), 
B(t), qt), D(t), i = 0 ,..., K are appropriate dimensional matrix valued 
functions. Assume that these coefficient functions are all continuous and 
D(t) D(t)* > 0 on the interval [0, T] of interest where * denotes the transpose. 
The scalar quantities hi with 0 = ho < h, < ... < h, are the time delays 
which occur in the system. The existence of a solution to (I) has been proved 
in [lo]. 
We shall study here the problem of estimating the state x(t - 0) with 
0 3 0 from the observation of the signal Y(u; w), 0 < u < t. Let /3(s) be the 
smallest u-algebra generated by the process Y(u; w), 0 < u < s completed 
with respect to sets of measure 0 and /3(s-) the smallest u-algebra generated 
by the process Y(u; w), 0 < u < s completed with respect to sets of measure 0. 
Then since Y(t; W) is continuous in t with probability one, /3(s) = /3(s-). 
Let c2(t, 19 / r) = E[x(t - ~9) 1B(T)] and denote a(t, 8 1 t) by i(t, 0). We 
know that $(t, 8) is the best mean square estimate of x(t - 0) given the 
observation Y(u) for a ,( t. The problem is called filtering if 0 = 0 and 
smoothing if 8 > 0. Contrary to the case of no time delay, the equation for the 
filtered state zZ(t, 0) involves some smoothed estimates and therefore, it is 
convenient to consider at the outset the general smoothing problem. 
3. INNOVATION PROCESS 
Let us introduce the innovation process 
zo(t; w) = Y(t; w) - ; Jt C,(u) i(u, hi; co> da. 
j=o 0 
Then we have the following 
LEMMA 1. Z,(t; w) is a Gaussian martingale. Moreover, 
2$1/d) E ( (Lt+’ dZ,(s; w)) (it’” dZ,(s; co))* I /3(t)) = D(t) D(t)* in L, . 
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Proof. 
z,,(t; co) = Y(t; w) - %; fd C&J) x(u - hi; w) da 
+ to Joi c,(u) [X(u - h,; w) - ah hi; wN du 
= It D(o) dW(a; co) + 5 1” C,(u) [X(U - h,; w) - i(u, h,; w)] da 
0 &&I 0 
so that 
= j-” B(u) dW(u; w) + i j.” C,(u) [x(u - hi; w) - $(a, hi; w)] du 
s iso s 
implying that 
q((Z&; a> - Zoh w) I BWI = 0. 
Let US use the notation 
e(s, hi; co) = x(s - hi; co) - a(s, hi; w) 
and observe that 
E (1 lt” C{(s) e(s, hi; W) ds /[ / ,8(t)) = O(D) in 
since 
E(ll e(s, ht; w>ll”) < WI 4s - hi; w>lla) 
and is bounded in 0 < s < T where 11 . (I denotes the Euclidean norm in 
appropriate dimensional Euclidean space. Again 
E (1 lt” D(S) dW(s; W) 112 / B(t)) = O(A) in & . 
Therefore, 






D(s) D(s)* ds + O(A1/2) in L, 
from which the result follows. 
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We next consider the key result we shall use in solving the estimation 
problem. 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumption that D(s) D(s)* > 0 for every s, 
0 < s < T, we have for every t, 0 < t < T, P(t) = smallest a-algebragenerated 
by {Z,(s; u), s ,< t). 
To prove the theorem, we need the following: 
LEMMA 2. Under the assumption that D(s) D(s)* > 0 for 0 < s < T, we 
can write 
i Ci(t) a(t, h,; W) = Iot h(t, s) dY(s; u) 0 < t < T (*) 
i=O 
where 
ss = t // h(t, s)112 ds dt < co. 0 0 (**I 
Proof. First notice that the solution of (2.1) can be written as 
x(t; w) = St @(t, T) B(T) dW(T; w) 
0 
(3.2) 
where the transition matrix @(t, T) satisfies the equation 
(d/dt) @(t, T) = 1 A,(t) @(t - hi, T) for t 3 T 
@(T, T) = 1 
@(t, T) = 0 for t < 7. 
With the last condition, it is clear that we can write 
x(t - hi; w) = /’ @(t - hi , T) B(T) dW(T; w). 
0 
Then for m-by-m function f (.) 
lot f (s) dY(s; w) = s,t (f(s) D(s) + Us)) dU/‘(s; w) 
where 
(3.3) 
l(s) = i I’f(cr) C,(u) @(o - hi , s) duB(s). 
i=o s 
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Define the operator L by 
Lf =g; 
It then follows that 
where L*Lf = p. 
The operator L* is defined by 
L*f = g; g(s) =f(s) D(s)* + ; j’f(u) B(u)* @(s - hi , u)* duC&)*. 
i=o 0 
Next 
1.3 ((f G(t) x(t - hi; 4) (jot d4 W; 4) *) 
i=O 
= E ((go G(t) jot @(t - hii 4 B(s) dW; 4) ([ d4 dY(s; w))*) 
I 





and v(s) = f C&) qt - hi , s> B(s), O<s<t. 
i=O 
E ((go C{(t) x(t - h,; w) - jot h(t, s) dY(s, w)) (jot 46) dY(s; w))*) 
s 
t zzz 44 Q(S)* ds 
0 
where L*Lh - L*v = -c. Hence (*) holds if and only if c(s) = 0 or, 
L*Lh = L*v. 
But L*L has a bounded inverse because D(s) D(s)* > 0 and therefore, 
there exists a function h(t, s) satisfying (*). A wellknown sufficient condition 
for the square integrability of h(t, s) is [ll, p. 1651 
E j’ (1 i Ci(t) x(t - h,; co) 11’ dt < 03. 
0 i=O 
This condition can be verified in a straightforward manner and (**) follows. 
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Proof of Theorem I. For m-by-m square integrable matrix function f(s) 
in [0, t], we have 
jot f (s) dZ&; w) = Jot f(s) dY(s; w) - ,go jot f (4 C&, h,; w) ds. 
But by the above lemma, 
it f (s) go G(s) a(~, Ai; w) ds = Jot f (4 is h&4 dW; w) ds 
= Lt (J”f (4 W, 4 ds) dY@; =J). 0 
Define a new operator K by 
Kf =g; g(u) = f (4 - j” f (4 &, 4 4 O<u<t. 0 
K differs from identity by a Volterra operator with square integrable kernel 
and therefore, has a bounded inverse. For m-by-m function g(s) square 
integrable in [0, t] we then have 
Lt g(s) dY(s; w) = Ltf (4 G,(s; w), f = K-lg. 
Hence the random variables 
s t g(s) dY(s; w) 0 
are measurable with respect to the smallest u-algebra generated by {Zo(s; w), 
s < t} and so /3(t) is contained in that algebra. 
The reverse inclusion is immediate from definition and the theorem is 
established. 
4. ESTIMATION EQUATIONS 
We first state the basic representation theorem for Gaussian martingales 
on which our method of estimation is based. The detailed proof can be found 
in Balakrishnan [9, pp. 118-1231. 
THEOREM 2. Let .&(t; W) i = 1, 2 denote two martingales with respect to 
the same growing a-algebra /3(t) and let 
J-WI WC w> - -W; w)ll”> -e 00, i=l,2. (4.1) 
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Suppose that for i, jJixed, 0 < t < T, 
$$l/4 EKW + 4 - -G(t)) (-%(t + 4 - 4(t)>* I B(t)> = Pii@) (4.2) 
where the convergence of the random variable on the left is in L, and Pij(t) is a 
nonrandom function that is piecewise continuous, 0 < t < T. 
ThenforO<s<t< T, 
E ((j)W; 4) (s” 
s 
d&(a; w))* 1,8(s)) = c P&) da. 
COROLLARY Assume that the martingales Z,(s; W) are Gaussian, 0 < s < T 
and the &(O; U) = 0, i = 1, 2. Assume further that (4.1) holds and (4.2) holds 
for i = j = 2 andfor i = 1, j = 2. Let &(t) be the smallest u-algebra generated 
by Z,(s; w), s < t. Then 
EWYc w> I B&N1 = lt 44 dz,(s; ~1, O<t<T 
where Q(S) de$ned as the limit 
v12(s) = hi Plz(s) (P,,(s) + cI)-l a.e. O<s<T 
where I is the identity matrix of appropriate dimension. 
We are now in the position to solve the estimation problem. For fixed t and 
8, $(t, 0 1 s) is a martingale in s with respect to the growing u-algebra /3(s) 
and therefore, by corollary to Theorem 2, 
a(t, f? 1 s) = 1’ K(t, 0, T) d&,(r; ok) 
0 
where K(t, 8, T) = P12(t, 0, T) Pzz(~)-l with Plz and Pzz given by 
%(t, 8, T) 
= +$1/d) E((% e 1 7 + A) - % e 1 T>) (zocT + A) - zo(T>)* I&>> 
and 
p&T) = $$l/h E((zo(~ + A) - ZO(~)) (zo(T + A) - zo(T))* 1 i%T))- 
From Lemma 1, P&T) = D(T) D(T)*. 
Now k(t, 0 1 s) being a martingale in s for fixed t and 0, we have from 
Doob [12, Theorem 4.3, p. 3551 
j& k(t, e 1 S) = E[x(t - e) 1 p(t-)] = E[x(t - e) 1 p(t)] = qt, e) 
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and therefore, taking limit as s - f-, we get 
qt, 0) = jlt K(t, 8, T) dZo(7; W) 
where K(t, 8, T) = Pia(t, 8, 7) (D(T) D(T)*)-l. 
Now 
(4.3) 
= p$l/J E((W, e I T + 4 - qt, 6 I 4) (Zo(T + 4 - z,(T))* I Lw) 
= h-l(l/d) E((X(t - 6) - E(X(t - 6) / ,8(T)) - (X(t - 6) 
- E(x(t - 6) 1 p(T + A))) (zo(T + A) - zo(T)>* 1 p(T)). 
x(t - 6) - E((x(t - 0) 1 p(~ + A)) is uncorrelated with Y(u; w), g < T + d 
and hence with Za(u; w), cr < 7 + A. It is also uncorrelated with (and hence 
independent of) the random variables generating p(T). Therefore 
(x(t - 6) - E(x(t - 0) 1 /3(~ + 4)) (I”” 
T 
dZo(U; -))* / flk)] = 0. 
Furthermore, x(t - 0) - E[x(t - 8) j B(T)] being independent of the random 
variables generating P(T), 
p&, 6, T) = +$1/d) E (@(t - 0) - E(x(t - 6) / 8(T))) (I”” dz,(u; WI)*). 
I 
Let us now assume that the state and observation noises are independent of 
each other. Mathematically, this means that BD* = 0. Notice that 
dZ,(o; co) = i C,(u) [x(u - ii,; w) - <?(a, hi; w)] du + D(u) dW(a; w). 
i=O 
We have, therefore, 
pn(t, 6, 7) 
= i. ;@/A) E (@(t - 0) - E(x(t - 6) 1 8(T)>) 
x ( j-T+A C&4 [x(0 - 4) - W+ - hi) I /%+I) *) da 
+ $&4 E (W - 6) - EW - 0) I B(4) (j;+” D(u) dJ+))*) . 
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If 7 > t - 0, x(t - 0) - E(x(t - 0) / P(T)) is independent of IV(a) - W(U’), 
T < 0, u’ < 7 + d and hence the second term vanishes. If 7 < t - 8, 
writing 
qt - e) = 1 qt - 8, u) B(~) dw(g + Itee qt - e, u) B(~) dqu) 
7 
and using the fact that BD* = 0, the second term vanishes again. 
We, therefore, get 
X (s”” C,(u) Mu - hi) - -fWu - hi) I NJNI)*) do T 
= $oE[(s(f - 0) - EC+ - 0) I B(T))) MT - 4) 
- E(x(T - Ai) t P(T))*] c,(T)*. 
It then follows that 
K(t, 8, T) = i E[(x(t - e) - E(x(t - e) 1 p(T))) (x(T - hi) 
i=O 
- E(+ - hi) 1 &+>>*I c,(T)* (D(T) D(T)*)-~. 
(4.4) 
Differentiability of K(t, 8, T) in t and 0 follows from the smoothness prop- 
erty of the covariance of the process x(t - 0). Furthermore K(t, 8, T) is 
clearly seen to be a function of t - 0 and 7. It then follows that 
am 8, T) + w, 8, T> = o 
at ae ’ o<T<t. (4.5) 
Now 
x(t - 0) = [ @(t - 0, u) B(u) dW(u) + I”-” @(t - 0, u) B(u) dW(u) 
rfor, <t - e 
= 
s 
’ @(t - 8, u) B(u) dW(u) for72 t- 6 
0 
so that 
E(x(t - e> 1 fib)> = E (Jo7 @(t - 0, u) B(a) dw(o) 1 p(T)) . 
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Furthermore, for 7 < t - 0 
E [f” qt - 8, u) B(u) dW(u)) (X(T - hi) - E(X(T - hi) / p(T)))*] = 0. 
7 
Hence, we finally have 
W(t - 4 - E(x(t - 4 I NT>)) (4’ - hi) - w+ - hi) I P(4))*] 
= E [(f W - 0,~) B(u) dW(u) - E (la @(t - 6, u) B(u) dW(o) I B(T))) 
x (X(’ - hi) - E(+ - hi) 1 P(T)))*) . (4.6) 
We shall use (4.6) to derive the differential equation for K(t, 0, T). Thus, 
using (4.5) and noting that r < t, 
K(t> 8, T> = i E[(x(t) - E@(t) 1 k+))> (X(T - hi) - E(+ - hi) 1 B(T)))*] 
i=O 
x c,(T)* (D(T) @7)*)-l 
X @(’ - hi) - E(+ - hi) 1 k)>> ] c,(T)* (D(T) D(T)*)-’ 
so that, using (3.3) 
- E (6 @(t - h, t u &‘) dW(u) I/%))) ) 
x (X(T - hi) - E(x(T - hi) 1 B(T)))*] C,(T)* (D(T) D(T)*)-l 
= i A,(t) 5 E [([ @3(t - h > 4 W4 dW-4 
j=o i=O 
- E (s,’ @(t - hi 9 a) &‘) dW(o) / p(T))) (x(’ - hi) 
- E(+ - hi) I&)))*] c,(T)* (D(T) D(T)*)-l 
= f A,(t) K(t, hj , T> 
j=O 
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yielding the equation 
aqt, 0, T) k 
at - z. A,(t) IQ, hj ) T) = 0 0 < 7 < t. (4.7) 
From (4.5) and (4.7) the desired estimation equations can be readily obtained. 
Thus, from (4.3), 
qt, 6) = 1” K(t, 8, T) dZo(7; w). 
0 
Therefore, 
&qt, CT?) = K(t, 8, t) d.z,(t; w) + it ““‘“a,“’ T, dZo(c w> dt 
d&,(7; w) dt. 
The last equation holds on verifying from (4.4) that 
Lt Ii-& K(t, 8, T) D(T) 11’ dT < 00. 
Adding these two, we get using (4.5), 
aqt, 13) 
d&, 0) + - ae dt = K(t, 8, t) dZ,,(t; w). (4.8) 
Similarly, we have 
d& 0) = K(t, 0, t) dZ,(t; w) + it ““‘“at” ‘) dZo(T; a) dt 
= K(t, 0, t) dZ,(t; 0) + i Ai 1” K(t, hi , 7) dZo(T; w> dt 
i=O 0 
by using (4.7) 
d&t, 0) = K(t, 0, t) dZ,(t; co) + 2 A&) a(t, hi) dt 
i=O 
giving the following equation 
d&t, 0) - i Ai S(t, hi) dt = K(t, 0, t) dZ& w). 
i=o 
(4.9) 
Relations (4.8) and (4.9) take the place of the single optimal filtering equa- 
tion of the Kalman-Bucy problem. Equation (4.9) constitutes a boundary 
condition to the partial-differential equation (4.8). a(O, 0) = 0 for 0 > 0 gives 
the initial condition. 
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5. COVARIANCE EQUATIONS 
Define the covariance matrix of the estimate 
qt, 0, , 6,) = E[(x(t - 0,) - q, 0,)) (x(t - &.) - a(6 fM*1* 
Then from (4.4) 
K(t, 8, T) = f P( 7, 7 - (t - e), hi) c,(T)* (D(T) D(T)*)-l. (5.1) 
i=O 
Simple calculation yields 
= E[~(~ - 0,) + - e,)*] - ~[qt, 0,) a(4 4)*i 
zzz E [ ( jf+ @i(t - 8, , g 2qu)dnqu)) ( jive2 qt - o2 , u) qo) do+)) *] 








K(t, 4, T) (D(T) D(T)*) K(t, 6 94” dT. 
0 
Therefore, 
~(4 4 , 4) = ~(6 4 , 8,) - w 4 , 4) (5.2) 
where 
Q(t, 0, , 0,) = jo”‘@(t - 0, , u) B(u) B(U)* @(t - 02, u)* do for 19, > 02 
s 
t--B2 
z @(t - o,, U) B(U) B(U)* @(t - 62, U)* dU for 8, < 02 
0 
and 
~64 , 0,) = j" w, 4 , T) (D(T) D(T)*) K(t, o2 , T)* dT. 
0 
Notice that Q(t, 0, , 8,) is a function of t - O1 and t - 0, and therefore, 
g+g++o. 1 2 
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On the other hand, 
+ J:: [““p + ““‘ie; ’ “1 (D(T) D(T)*) K(t, e2, T)* dr 
+ tt K(t, 19~ , T) (D(T) D(T)*) [““‘“k; ’ T, + a”;e; ’ “I* d7. 
The second and third term vanishes by virtue of (4.5) and using (5. l), we get 
= - t qt, e, , hi) qt)* (o(t) o(t)*)-1 q(t) qt, hi , e,) 
i,j=O 
e1 2 0, 8, 3 0. (5.3) 
Putting 0, = 0 in (5.2), 
fyt, 4 , 0) = Qk 4,O) - qt, 0, 2 0) 
where 
Q(t, 8, ) 0) = /o~-ol@(t - 8, ) u) B(a) B(o)* qt, u>* do 
and 
R(t, e1 , 0) = I” qt, el , T> (D(7) D(T)*) K(t, 0, T>* dT 
0 
g + g = (-” qt - e1 ) u) B(u) B(u)* $ qt, u>* do 
= $ ceel w - 4 , u) B(u) B(u)* @(t - h, , u)* d&,(t)* 
while, using (4.5) again, we get 
g + -& = w, 0, t) (o(t) o(t)*) qt, 0, t)* 
T) (D(T) D(T)*) ““‘“$ T)* dr. 
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Using (4.7) and with rearrangement of terms and then using (5.2) and (5. l), 
we get 
(5.4) 
- : qt, e1 ,hi) q(t)* (o(t) o(t))* q(t) qt, hi , 0); 
i,i=o 
e, 2 0. 
Similarly, setting 0, = 0 in P(t, 0, , 0,), we obtain 
am, o,e,) + am, 0~4) 
at 84 
= i 4) w, hi , e,) 
i=O 
- ; w, 0, hi) qt)* p(t) o(t)*)-1 cd4 P(t, 4 ,e,); 
(5.5) 
4 3 0. 
Lastly, setting e, = e, = 0, 




t K(t, 0, T) (D(T) D(T)*) K(t, 0, T)* dT 
0 
so that 
dp’;;’ ‘) = i z&(t) @(t - hi, u) B(a) B(u)* @(t, u)* do 
i=O 
+ i @(t, u) B(u) B(u)* @(t - hi , u)* A,(t)* da + B(t) B(t)* 
i=o 
_ $ “““ap d (D(T) D(T)*) K(t, 0, T)* d7 
- 
s 
ot K(t, 0, T) (D(T) D(T)*) aK’“;;’ T)* dr 
- q, 0, t) p(t) qt>*> qt, 0, t). 
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Using (4.7) and with rearrangement of terms and then using (5.2) and (5.1), 
we get 
dP(t, 0, 0) 
dt = go Ai@) qt, hi 9 0) + gow, 0, hi) 4t)* + B(t) w* 
- i P(t, 0, hi) Ci(t)* (D(t) D(t)*)-’ Ci(t) P(t, hj , 0). (5.6) 
i.i=O 
Equation (5.3) is the partial differential equation satisfied by the covariance 
matrix of the estimate P(t, 0, , 0,) with equation (5.4), (5.5), and (5.6) con- 
stituting the boundary conditions. With our choice of x(t; w) = 0 for t < 0, 
the initial condition is P(0, 0r , 0,) = 0 for 0, > 0 and e2 > 0. 
6. CONCLUSION 
The present paper derives the state estimation equations for linear 
stochastic systems with time delays both in the system and the observation, 
The complete solution of the problem involves uniqueness and stability 
considerations of the filter equations. Mitter and Vinter [13] discusses this 
question in the more extended framework of hereditary differential systems. 
Our solution is based on the concept of innovation and representation theorem 
on Gaussian martingales. When time delay occurs, the single filtering equa- 
tion of Kalman-Bucy is replaced by a partial-differential equation together 
with a boundary condition. The covariance matrix of the estimate error 
satisfies a complicated partial-differential equation with three boundary 
conditions. The standard filtering and smoothing equations for linear 
systems with no time delay can be derived from the basic equation (4.4) 
after setting Ai = Ci(t) = 0 for i > 1. 
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